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President Emeritus John R. Strassburger: In Memoriam 
By College Communications 
www.ursinus.edu 
John Robert Strassburger, the 
President Emeritus of Ursinus 
College ,who served as presi-
dent for more than 15 years, died 
early last Wednesday morning. 
An American historian who 
dedicated his career to liberal 
education, he was born April 
6, 1942, in Sheboygan, WI. He 
spent his childhood in Milwau-
kee. where he worked summers 
as a steel worker and machin-
ist, and picked cauliflower. 
Dr. Strassburger earned his 
undergraduate degree from Bates 
College in 1964; his master's de-
gree from Cambridge University 
in 1966 and his Ph.D. from Princ-
eton University in 1976. He en-
tered Bates with an eye on being 
a math major, but a professor --
who happened to be an alumnus 
of Ursin us College - inspired him 
to study history. Dr. Strassburger 
also holds an honorary Doctor 
of Humane Letters from Tohoku 
Gakuin University in Japan. 
He was inaugurated as the 
12th president of Ursinus College 
in January 1995, and retired this 
past June 30 citing health rea-
sons. Before coming to Ursinus, 
he wa Dean of the College, Pro-
fessor of History and Executive 
Vice President at Knox College 
(1984 to 1994). He was Acting 
Assistant Director and Program 
Officer, Education Programs, 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities, from 1982 to 1984, 
and was awarded the Distin-
guished Service Award in Recog-
nition of Superior Achievement. 
Dr. Strassburger also served as 
the Director of the Center for Re-
gional Studies at Hiram College 
and was a member of the Hiram 
College History Department from 
1970 to 1982, and was co-director 
of the Hiram in Dublin program. 
During the more than 15 years 
John Strassburger was presi-
dent of Ursinus College, sum-
mer research fellowships, study 
abroad and a nationally hailed 
"Common [ntellectual Experi-
ence" first-year course have be-
come the college's hallmarks. 
During Dr. Strassburger's 
presidency, the campus was 
transformed by his commitment 
to the liberal arts as evidenced 
by ecological open spaces, new 
and expanded science facilities, 
residence halls, The Floy Lewis 
Bakes Field House, renovations 
of the main academic building 
Bomberger Hall, The Kaleido-
scope Performing Arts Center, 
the Eleanor F. Snell turf field, 
and a ne", wing on the Philip and 
Muriel Berman Museum of Art. 
Dr. Strassburger has written 
and lectured about architecture, 
history, and especially the bene-
fits of a liberal arts education. He 
Pre'ldcn! Eml!ritu\ John R Stl"il\\burger p ... \\cd il,,",a) 101\' \\ edne,dilY Dr. ~trn ... ,bllrgcr \\-<l\ a t:olle.lguc mentor 
and friend to Iho ... e around him throughout hi ... life and during hi' I S-ye .. r-Iong Ic!lIurc at ll"inu\ College 
PltOlO ("ourll'n" oj C( Callt' S:'" COIl1IlIImicalioll\ 
is the author of six "Occasional 
Papers" published at Ursinus Col-
lege, and also the author of nu-
merous editorials and commentar-
ies published in USA Today, The 
Chronicle of Higher Education 
and The Philadelphia Inquirer. 
Dr. Strassburger served as 
Chair of the Board of the Coun-
cil of Independent Colleges 
and on the boards of the Ameri-
can Academic Leadership [n-
stitute, the American Council 
on Education, the President's 
Council of Project Pericles 
and the Len fest Foundation. 
He was a devoted husband 
and father, and cherished be-
ing a grandfather above all. He 
was married to Gel1rude Mackie 
Strassburger, and they are the 
parents of Sarah (And)) and 
Trudy (Ben), and the grandpar-
ents of Julian and Stella. He was 
also a loving brother to Mar-
tha Barr and Gus Strassburger. 
Moving memorial service in Bomberger Hall honors late President 
By Michael Delaney 
midelaney@ursinus.edu 
The seats of Bomberger Cha-
pel were filled this past Sunday, 
September 26, with friends, fam-
ily, faculty and students, gathered 
to pay respect to the late Presi-
dent Emeritus John Strassburger. 
F[owers were arranged on stage, 
before which sat Strassburger's 
wife, Trudy, as well as his two 
daughters, Sarah and Trudy, who 
were joined by further relatives 
sporting bowties in remembrance 
of the president's daily apparel. 
The memorial service started 
with a somber organ piece pre-
sented by John French, chair of 
the music department, as mem-
bers of the Ursinus community 
silently filed into their seats, both 
on the ground level and in the bal-
cony. Manning the piano, French 
also performed a duet entitled 
This Broad Lalld alongside fellow 
music professor Holly Gaines on 
the saxophone. 
The service itself, which be-
gan at 4:30 PM, was short and 
featured only a few speakers, 
but those who had the chance to 
speak on Strassburger's behalf 
represented the best parts of his 
life, both academic and personal, 
and in some cases both. Rever-
end Charles Rice, College Chap-
lain, lead those in attendance in 
reciting Psalm 23, which is com-
monly cited in times of mourning, 
before Martina Ander on, a fam-
ily friend of the Strassburgers, re-
cited the lyrics of Sweet Slimmer 
Days, a song her father sent her 
on the day of Strassburger's pass-
ing. 
Stewart Goetz, professor of 
philosophy, delivered the presi-
dent's eulogy, in which he re-
called Strassburger's early life, 
working as a machinist and play-
ing pool, before graduating from 
Bates College and going on to 
study history at both Cambridge 
and Princeton in a manner Goetz 
referred to as "anecdotal." Shar-
ing his own anecdotes, Goetz told 
se\eral stories highlighting the 
president's dedication to educa-
tion, such as ho", he once spent 
the majority ofa Reading Phillies 
game com incing the high school 
student in the row in front of him 
to go to Ursinus. 
"Memorial" is continued 
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International News with Lisa: Guns and athletes 
By Lisa lobe 
lijobe@ursinus.edu 
Monday, September 20 
BERUN, GERMANY Four 
people were killed and at least 
one was seriousl) injured when a 
woman opened fire in and around 
a hospital in southern Germany. 
The shooting began around 6 
p.m. on Sunday in the town of 
Loerrach, near the Swiss border. 
Police said lhat shots 
were first heard after an explo-
sion occurred in an apartment 
block. The woman, whose name 
is not yet available, ran out of the 
apartment building armed with 
a gun. The woman then entered 
the nearby St. Elisabethen-Kran-
kenhaus hospital and fired several 
rounds, police said. She was shot 
and killed in an exchange with the 
police. 
Authorities said that 
two people, the woman included, 
were killed inside the hospital 
and a police officer was seriously 
wounded. The bodies of a man 
and child were found in the apart-
ment block where the explosion 
occurred. The incident occurs 
as Germany is debating the need 
for tougher gun laws. (Reuters, 
hosted on Ne\,,'sDai~}'.com) 
Tuesday, September 21 
KABUL, AFGHANISTAN - A 
helicopter crash Tuesday morn-
ing in southern Afghanistan 
killed nine people, according to a 
NATO statement. The statement 
did not disclose the nationality of 
the victims, but a Pentagon state-
ment said that most ofthe victims 
of the crash were American. Ac-
cording to iCasualties.org, a web-
site that tracks military casualties, 
the helicopter crash brought the 
NATO fatalities to 530, making 
20 I 0 the deadliest year for NATO 
forces in Afghanistan since the 
war began in 2001. 
There were no signs 
of enemy fire in the area of the 
Zabul Province where the crash 
occurred, and the cause of the 
crash is still under investigation. 
This is the deadliest helicopter 
crash for NATO forces stationed 
in Afghanistan since a May 2006 
crash 111 the Kunar Province that 
ki lied 10 soldiers. 
Violence in Afghani-
stan in the past three months has 
been 69 percent higher than it was 
during the same period last year. 
(New }ork Times Online) 
Tbursday, September 23 
SHANGHAI - On Thursday, 
Chinese officials denied reports 
that they are limiting export of 
rare-earth metals to Japan as re-
taliation in a territorial dispute 
between the two powers. On 
September 7, Japan detained 
a Chinese fishing boat captain 
Students test out new foods with SASA 
By Christopher Michael 
chmichae/@ursinus.edu 
On Wednesday Sept. 22, 
SASA (SouthEast Asian Student 
Association) put on the Chinese 
Mid-Autumn & Korean Chuseok 
Festival. The event was held at 
Musser Hall and doubled as a 
SPINT event, the first of many. 
Chuseok is a Korean harvest fes-
tival that occurs on the 15th day of 
the 8th month of the lunar calen-
dar. It is a legal hoi ida) in South 
Korea and similar to the Ameri-
can holiday of Thanksgiving. 
During Chuseok, families give 
thanks to their ancestors. This is 
wh) the table is set opposite of 
ho\\ it is normall) set, since the 
ancestors are in a world opposite 
to that of the living. 
About 30 to 50 people 
were in attendance on Wednesda} 
night. SASA President Carmen 
Cheng and Vice President Sau-
mya Kurup helped run the event. 
explaining the different t)pes of 
foods and making sure everyone 
had enough to eat. Some of the 
fruits sampled at the event in-
cluded Korean Melon. grapes. 
apples, pears, plums. and star 
fruit. Another fruit at the festi\al 
was Pomelo, which is similar to 
grapefruit and is traditional to the 
holiday. 
There were also Korean 
rice cakes, called Songpyeon, 
which contained a sweet filling 
inside. Some items that are spe-
cifically traditional Chinese Mid-
Autumn snacks are the moon 
cakes. Traditional moon cakes 
have egg yolks and white lotus 
seed paste, while contemporary 
ones are called "snowy moon 
cakes" for their white and cold 
appearance. Snowy moon cakes 
feature various modem flavors 
such as chestnut, walnut, as well 
as mung bean, a green version of 
red bean. 
An extremely active or-
ganization on campus, SASA is 
a well known for hosting such 
events as the annual Tour of Asia 
in April. This autumn festival is 
surely one of many successful ac-
tivities and performances which 
will highlight Asian culture in the 
Ursinus community. 
(anne" Cheng.. Prc~ldenl of\.\~,\ and org::aniLCr of c\cnt un the \lu'5scr side nllhings. ~s "11h fcllo\\ \Iudl!'n~ 
\\ ith the uhle of fruits. ri,c 1;3L.es.lato b<forc the food la ling bcg::m 
Phot" hi .f\a'IllHO kuru 
when his boat collided with Japa-
nese patrol ships near islands that 
both countries claim ownership 
of. Some industry officials be-
lieve China is retaliating against 
Japan by halting rare-earth ship-
ments. A spokesman for China's 
Ministry of Commerce denied the 
claims. 
An official for Japan's 
Ministry of Economy said that 
the Japanese government was 
looking whether or not there was 
any truth to the reported embar-
go. A ban on rare-earth metals to 
Japan would be a dramatic and 
startling escalation in the current 
diplomatic spat between Japan 
and China.. and could upset the 
international community. (Wall 
Street Journal Online) 
Friday, September 24 
NEW DELHI, INDIA - English 
athletes arrived in New Delhi on 
Friday for the Commonwealth 
Games, the first international 
athletes to do so amid a myriad 
of controversy. On Thursday, 
media outlets ran photos of dirty, 
unlivable quarters in the athletes' 
village. Dehli organizers of the 
Games have called in stafT mem-
bers from nearby hotels in a last-
minute etTort to get the accommo-
dations ready. 
Besides the condition of 
the athletes' village, Delhi Games 
organizers have had to deal with 
an outbreak of dengue fever, a 
collapsed footbridge near the 
main stadium, and the shooting of 
two tourists near a Delhi mosque. 
Many officials now believe that 
the right to host the 20 I 0 Games 
should never have been awarded 
to Delhi, but Commonwealth 
Games Federation President 
Michael Fennel said accommo-
dations had already improved 
greatly. 
The Commonwealth 
Games is a multi-sport. world 
class event held evc!) four years. 
The participants are members of 
the Commonwealth of Nations, 
an association of54so\ereign na-
tions. (From BBC Yews Onlil1e, 
with additional information jiml1 
the Commol7ll"eaith Games Fed-
eration) 
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Student achievement in the arts 
By Danielle Chmelewski 
dachmelewski@ursinus.edu 
Because of the passion 
and intellect of President John 
Strassburger, Ursinus College has, 
over the past 15 years, developed 
and enhanced its Theater and Arts 
Departments in such a way that 
it transformed the culture of the 
college as well as enhanced Ur-
sinus' reputation as a prestigious 
modem liberal arts institution. 
the idea and raising the funds to 
build such an incredible arts ven-
ue was the man with the bow tie. 
President Strassburger 
set out to put the "arts" in "liberal 
arts," which 15 years ago was al-
most invisible at Ursinus. "He 
truly believed that, in order for a 
student to receive a fully rounded 
liberal arts education, exposure 
and appreciation of the arts was 
vital," said Theater Professor Do-
menick Scudera. He did not need 
Be for e 1r==========<=;1 to be convinced. 
students Scudera 
could take some ... "He tmly believed that, realized that "th is 
theater classes in order for a student to was astonishing, 
2004, 
through the Media receive a fully rounded considering most 
and Communica- liberal arts education, educational insti-
tions department. exposure and appreciation tutions at the time 
The only dance of- of the arts was vitaL." were cutting arts 
fered was through 1k===========:!1 pro g r a mm i n g. " 
Exercise and Sport Science. The He knew that broadening the Per-
opportunities at Ursinus for the forming Arts would allow Ursinus 
performing arts were more limited. to grow in both diversity and num-
Today, Ursinus offers bers. And he was more than right. 
majors in theater, dance and art. At Ursinus, President 
The departments advise approxi- Strassburger aimed "to enrich 
mately 40 majors, in addition the lives of its students, and saw 
to the many minors. Students the arts as an important vehicle 
can actively participate and at- in bringing together all differ-
tend two-full dance concerts ent kinds of people," said Chris 
and four full-length theater pro- Aiken, Associate Professor of 
ductions. We can now pursue Dance. The Kaleidoscope, in 
these opportunities because of conjunction with the Theater 
President John Strassburger's and Dance Departments, attracts 
vision in creating a building to a much wider range of students 
foster creative development for to the campus, therefore making 
students in Theater and Dance. the college much more diverse. 
The establishment of One of the greatest 
the Kaleidoscope became the reasons the Performing Arts at 
vehicle that allowed these pro- Ursinus has flourished, was be-
grams to flourish. Financially cause of John Strassburger's 
supported by a state community infectious passion for the arts. 
grant as well as gifts from alumni "I don't think he ever 
and friends, the building stands missed a dance perfcrmance," 
as a breathtaking landmark for said Cathy Young, Associate 
the arts. Solely responsible for Professor of Dance. The The-
atre and Dance faculty members 
agreed that they have each wit-
nessed his intense pride in not 
only the student achievement, but 
the staff as well. In remember-
ing what initially drew Professor 
Young to Ursinus she gleamed in 
saying, "I fell in love with the at-
mosphere created by him and the 
opportunity to be a part of what 
he was creating was so exciting." 
President Strassburger 
always made a point to con-
gratulate as many of the chore-
ographers, producers, directors, 
lighting designers and perform-
ers that he could after each show. 
Jon Brighton, the Kaleidoscope 
Operations Manager, reflected 
on how he made sure everyone 
at every level felt valued be-
cause "he never pulled rank." 
The buzz of appreciation 
from the faculty members was 
overwhelmingly positive. "He 
made me feel special because 
he respected me as an artist, not 
just a faculty member," said Pro-
fessor Aiken. Strassburger cre-
ated an influentially supportive 
atmosphere where students and 
faculty could feel like artists. 
It is with great pride 
that the Ursinus community 
can continue to enhance the 
Theatre and Dance Depart-
ment in order to develop as a 
prestigious liberal arts school. 
As Ursinus recalls all 
that President John Strassburger 
has done, one of the largest and 
most influential to the culture of 
the community was creating a 
venue for the Performing Arts. 
May Ursinus continue to uphold 
the passion that beloved President 




ter inger performed (he Lord 
Bless )ew £ll1d KeC'p )011. 
A an) memorial might 
Goetz also emphasized be, Pre ident tra burger' wa 
Strassburger's commitment to of- bitter weet, remembering all the 
fering an equal chance for a col- good he did and had in life while 
lege education to everyone, citing at the same time adl) a) ing 
it as the bedrock principle of his goodbye to uch a vivacious man. 
presidency, "to throw open our In the words of Re\. Rice, Stras-
doors as widely as possible, to sburger was a man "who shared 
welcome students who otherwise his sweat, his laughter, his love, 
might never have had the oppor- his family, his Trudy, but most 
tunity to earn a college degree." important his time to make this 
But rr==============i1 place a major con-
alongside his deep tributor to the edu-
love for Ursinus " ... to throw open our cation of the young 
- attending every doors as widely as and so we are 
sports event, every possible, to thankful!" It was 
concert, play, or welcome students with such strong 
dance piece, or art who otherwise might words leading the 
exhibition, with never have had the way that the entire 
his wife Trudy by opportunity to earn a attendance stood 
his side - Stras- college degree .. :' and sang Ama::ing 
sburger was also 1k=========:=!J Grace in unison 
remembered for his love of his with a level of exuberance not yet 
family. Goetz mentioned how been expressed that evening. 
he would speak enthusiastically As people left Bomb-
of his daughters' success in life - erger Chapel, as well as the Olin 
one an educator and one a public and Len fest auditoriums where 
defender - and was always there the service was broadcasted live, 
for his grandchildren, Julian and some filed into line in Olin plaza to 
Stella. pay their respects to Trudy Stras-
The president's memo- sburger and her family, while oth-
rial continued with a reading of ers made their way to the Berman 
The Gettysburg Address by Pro- Museum which served h'orderves 
fessor C. Dallett Hemphill, fol- and drinks while people mingled, 
lowed by an unexpected, though talked, laughed, and in some 
highly appropriate reading of cases cried. In general, though, 
Walt Whitman's Hush'd Be The everyone had a chance to make 
Camps To-Day, written in com- some sort of peace in a spiritual, 
memoration of Abraham Lincoln. intellectual, or personal wa)'. 
It went without saying that both In the middle of Prof. 
pieces, which reflect a love of Goetz's eulogy, he quoted Presi-
a nation and revere for a great dent Strassburger as having said 
leader, touched the hearts of those last Tuesday to his loved ones, 
in attendance as they recalled the "You are better than me in every 
leadership and inspiration Stras- way except one: I had the luck to 
sburger gave to this school, a have you." Let those who knew 
thought which did not cease as President Strassburger remember 
Reverend Rice lead a reading of that we too were lucky to have 
The Lord's Prayer, and the Meis- him and all he offered in our lives. 
lhe makings of a more colorful Ursinus campus COMMENTS SOUGHT FOR TENURE REVIEW: 
8y Trae; Johnson 
tr;ohnson@,JrSinus.edu 
Over the course of the 15 
years that John Strassburger 
served as Ursinus' president, he 
transformed diversity on cam-
pus dramatically. In a newsletter 
Jiom the Office of Multicultural 
Services, Paulette Patton wrote 
to President Strassburger, "When 
first moved to Collegeville in 
and took a walk around Ur-
tinlii:'1'.ArnnI111t I was saddened by 
~:"fa~U.hall saw only one student 
I stopped to say 
"N°Jl!,;IiiU'JJ:;ru ana to inquire 
blacr students 
helped increase retention rates of 
minority students from the imple-
mentation of bridge until now. 
As noted by Eileen Hughes, 
the President's administrative as-
sistant. "John personally chose 
to reflect his life's work," with 
a quote from the noted African 
American scholar W. E. B. Du 
Bois: ·'Of 01/ the civil rights for 
which 'he world has struggled and 
fiJllght fi)r 5.000 years. the right 
to learn i~ undoubtedly 'he most 
fimddmental.·' Strasssburger un-
derstood that issues like diversity 
and equal opportunity learning 
are components that should be 
factored into higher education, 
specifically at a college geared 
towards a liberal arts education. 
In acc~'rdance with the Ursinu." Col-
lege Faculty Handbook, student com-
ments on teaching ctlcctivencss and 
sludl."TIt-faculty interaction are im,ited 
at the time of a faculty mcmher's re-
view for tcnure. Although student let-
ters mu.~t b\.' signed 10 be considered. 
student names may be \\ ilhhdd, upon 
request, when their commclII!> arc 
shared with the Promotion and Tenure 
Committee. and the faculty memba. 
This year, the folluwing members of the 
faculty arc being reviewed for tenure: 
·Joel Bish, Psychology 
-Rebecca JarofT. English 
·Greg Scranton. Me'S 
'Matthew Shoaf,Art 
·Louise Woodstock. ~KS 
Your feedback is strongly encouraged 
and will assist the Committee in its re-
vi.:w proce s. Letters should b.: sent to 
Dean Judith T. Levy, Office of the Dcan 
by October 8. 2010. 
4 - News 
UC Fringe Festival 
By Jessica Orbon 
;eorbon@ursinus.edu 
Phlladelphla'~ cutting-edge 
arts festIval came to Ursinlls last 
week, for Ihe ele\ enth year in a 
row. ~'{ploding with talent. 
The UC fringc I cstival 
kicked off this year with The 
Nevermore Theater Project' 
stage production of Edgar Allan 
Poe's "The Tell-Tale Heart," star-
ring Barrymore-Award-winning 
actor John Zak in the Black Box 
Theater. Professor Domenick 
Scudera directed toe show and 
Zak's one-man performance was 
frighteningly real in portraying 
Poe's madman. 
Sophomore Stephanie Breits-
man agreed, "It was absolutely 
thrilling! I have always read the 
story but have never seen it acted 
out and it completely changed the 
way I look at it, John Zak really 
brought life to the character." 
The audience's collective 
gasp at the tail-end of the show 
was proof of the hard work that 
went into preparing this produc-
tion. The look of fear and sus-
pense on everyone's face was 
evidence of great directing, atten-
tion to detail and sheer talent. The 
Black Box Theater was filled with 
panic and a feeling of discomfort 
that dragged you into the story. 
Domenick Scudera serves as 
the festival liaison here at Ursi-
nus. He is Associate Professor 
of Theater and has served as the 
Theater and Dance Department 
Chair. f Ie has worked with sever-
al different (heater companies in 
Philadelphia. and has witnessed 
the festival continual growth. 
Scudcra has been working wIth 
the Philadelphia Fnnge Festival 
for most or its years, and wa~ ca-
ger to talk about hi~ experiences 
with bringing the remarkable fes-
tival to the Ursinus campus. 
When asked what the Fringe 
Festival meant to him as an ac-
tor, director and most of all as a 
member of the UC Community 
Scudera said, "It's a win, win! I 
think bringing The Fringe to cam-
pus benefits everyone. /l's more 
exciting because this is my show, 
but students should know that 
most of the shows are as simple 
as ["The Tell-Tale Hcali"] and are 
easily translated." 
The Philadelphia Fringe Fes-
tival was fOlmded in 1997 by a 
group of experimental artists hop-
ing to redefine the world of per-
forming alts, and that is just what 
the festival has done. The festi-
val features many experienced as 
weJl as up and coming contem-
porary artists. The revolutionary 
performances held each year have 
proved the festival is unstoppable. 
The festival represents all of the 
organic energy and passion that 
goes into the field of performing 
arts. Mr. Scudera has truly done 
an amazing job of bridging the 
gap between the performing arts 
in Philadelphia and a liberal arts 
campll5 out here in Collegeville. 
t\ctrC''!>~!> "ell)' Jt'nning!lo l11U..I Knrtn G~II stlUT~ in "C('C'Jh dlJf/G~".'/rd"/m·, furcJlwfllwl alhl (llUlllllltJ 
L'tllmr~t~lIu'f11 Ihl\ palol.saturtl;,~ ni1;hl .tlthe lIC .-rin~t l·e~II'.JI 
PhOia b, Ka/lt' ( affahaf 
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Family Day brings community together 
By Alyse Reid 
a/reid@ursinus.edu 
ousl), onl) adding to the Ursinus 
Pride throughout campus. Junior 
Molly Blew, a UC Ambassador, 
remarked on the football game. "I 
A sense of unity and com- can see w h) it's the most popu-
l11unlt) defined thc events of lar event. The families that come 
Saturday's Family Day, a true want to feel like the) are reall) a 
testament to the work of the late part of the campus. The football 
President Emeritus John Stras- game is an event that can bring 
sburger. everyone together; whether it 
Over 400 family members be to support a friend or family 
and guests visited the campus member, or even just to enjoy the 
in celebration of ~===~===-~=~ game, everyone ap-
family throughout preciates the bond 
Ursinus. The cam- that's created on 
pus was alive with the field." Blew 
excitement as the went on to excit-
festivities began edly comment on 
early on Saturday the crowd growing 
morning. When just outside of the 
speaking with Cyn- football field, "The 
thia Chmelews- petting zoo is a lot 
ki, mother of of fun for all ages 
senior Danielle today. The adults 
Chmelewski, it was sometimes try to 
clear that the bond act like they don't 
of the campus was felt by all, "It's enjoy the animals, but they do 
nice to just be on campus and to just as much as the younger kids 
be a part of all of this. It truly is do!" 
a beautiful campus in so many One aspect of Family Day 
ways." that was hard to miss was the 
One of the most popular 
events of the day, as is normally 
the case according to Associate 
Dean of Students Todd McK-
inney, was the football game. 
Tailgaters lined the back of the 
bleachers as early as 8:00 AM 
as excitement began to build 
for the I :00 PM kickoff. The 
Bears pulled through victori-
bowtie theme. Bowties inter-
twined with infinity signs were 
drawn in chalk throughout the 
campus, a nice remembrance of 
John Strassburger's impact on 
Ursinus-an impact that will 
never be forgotten. Many fami-
lies stopped to take notice of the 
bowties, some confused, others 
smiling as the understanding set 
in. There was no definite sourcc 
of the chalk. ho\\ ever the mean-
ing was felt b) all. 
During an inten ie\'" with 
Todd McKinnc) pnor to Famil) 
Da), McKinne) shared his pre-
dictions on Saturda)' events. " 
Whenever we ha\e ... big events. 
it's always a chance for the Ursi-
nus Communit) to come together. 
I think with the passing of Presi-
dent Strassburger, it will make 
this even more apparent. He was 
always visible and a proponent of 
being accessible to students, fac-
ulty, and staff." However, when 
asked, McKinney was adamant in 
his belief that John Strassburger's 
life would be celebrated rather 
than mourned on Family Day. 
"We'll miss seeing the bowtie. 
He was iconic of the institution 
in his spirit of family and com-
munity." 
[t was clear that McKinney's 
predictions were true even as the 
crowd began to dwindle in the 
later hours. The same energy that 
had lit up the campus earliel'in the 
morning was still very much alive 
as the last events of the day came 
to a close. While it was clear that 
John Strassburger's presence was 
missed at this year's Family Day, 
the campus chose to come togeth-
er as one united front. Through 
all of his gifts to the campus, 
Family Day was a true represen-
tation of what John Strassburger 
had worked the hardest for: the 
Ursinus Family. 
Video games heighten reflexes 
By Sean Miller 
semiller@ursinus.edu 
In the course of your life, 
how many times have you heard 
that video games are a waste of 
your life? Personally, I recall 
my early teen years being filled 
with my mom yelling, "Get off 
that Playstation already! You're 
wasting a perfectly nice day!" 
Well sorry Mom, but accord-
ing to a recent study posted in 
the Sept. 14 issue of Current 
Biology, that's not exactly true. 
The article describes how 
those who frequently play action 
videogames (such as shooting 
and fighting games) are found 
to develop faster reflexes in de-
tecting a range of visual and 
auditory information. A bit of 
good news for everyone \\ ho 's 
a Halo: Reach fan. or has their 
copy of COD: Black Ops preor-
dered. According to research-
ers, these types of video games 
force you to act in what are of-
ten chaotic battlefield situations, 
which over time and practice 
lead to increasingly speedy deci-
sions with no loss of precision. 
The evidence consisted of 
two separate experiments, both 
conducted by Daphne Bavelier, 
PhD, a well established professor 
and lab director at the University 
of Rochester. The first experi-
ment consisted of testing a group 
of eleven men, ages 19 or so, who 
reported having played action 
videogames at least five times a 
week for the past year, and twleve 
men, in the same age range, who 
reported not having played ac-
tion videogames in the past year. 
Men in both groups were tested 
in a variety of visual and audi-
tory tasks, and it was evident that 
action garners answered substan-
tially earlier than "non-gamers" 
to tasks of all difficulty levels, 
especially tough ones, with no 
significant loss in accuracy. 
While some gaOlers may 
have superior reflexes to begin 
with, an additional experiment -
which compared the reflexes of 
both men and women after play-
ing 50 hours of action games, 
compared to another group of 
men and women which played 
50 hours of a role playing games 
- found that while both groups 
showed improvements in game-
playing skills, action gamers 
responded much faster to the 
visual and audio reflexive tasks 
than those who played the RPG. 
So the next time you're 
about to scold someone for Call 
of Duty, or when you feel guilty 
about how your GPA has steadily 
declined with the release of Halo: 
Reach, consider this - you didn't 
waste your time, you simply de-
cided to heighten your reflexes 
and precision instead. I'm sure 
your teachers will understand. 
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UC SERV changes name to UC EMS 
By Sarah Bollert 
sabollert@ursinus.edu 
No longer are you able to 
sa), "You got SERVed," and have 
it convey anything more than the 
fact that you're using some out-
dated terminolog). Once a part 
of a campus cliche, the organi-
zation formerly known as SERV 
(Student Emergency Response 
Volunteers) has been renamed 
UC EMS (Ursinus College Emer-
gency Medical Services). With 
a simple change in acronym, 
the organi/ation' members are 
no"" able to convey \\ hat ex-
actl) they do in five letters and 
what they do may be a lot more 
than you expected from stu-
dents once known to ome a the 
campus' "drunk' babysitter." 
Michele Feindler, ajunior Bi-
ology major with a plan to minor 
in Biology Stati tics, and the chief 
of UC EMS, claims that the hope 
to end issues of legitimization and 
communicate professionalism 
was what motivated the organiza-
tion to change its name. She rec-
rhc l '( r.~IS \t:hidc got;t facdih thi .. ,um01c=r b) ridding the: e!\It:rior of the old ··SFRV' del·~,1 
Photo/}\" A:offt' ( 'ullolllll/ 
ognizes that people liked SERV, 
"because it was ea) and they 
had the", hole, 'you got SERVed 
thing. '" This said, the slogan's 
association with alcohol-related 
incidents appeared to discourage 
the Ursinus community from dis-
patching the organization for oth-
er emergency situations. In fact, 
according to Feindler, alcohol-
related incidents do not constitute 
the majority of UC EMS calls. 
Feindler reports that the ma-
jority of UC EMS calls are BLS 
or Basic Life Support calls, which 
do not involve any alcohol what-
soever. These kinds of calls may 
deal with sprains, broken bones, or 
people who are sick; at one point, 
then-SERV officers even respond-
ed to a heart attack on campus. 
If you ever come into con-
tact with UC EMS, our campus' 
Quick Response Service (QRS), 
you'll be dealing with trained 
professionals. The responding 
officers are all either certified 
First Responders or EMTs. In 
other words, they could ha\e 
the job of running \ovith an am-
bulance outside of our campus. 
Oftentimes, the First Re-
sponders even have the experi-
ence of running"" ith the nearby 
Trappe Ambulance, which is the 
primary ambulance company 
that responds to Ursinus' calls. 
In addItion, UC EM<) make sure 
that the First Responders, \\ ho 
don't ha\ e as much training un-
der their certification as EMTs, 
are ready to run call alone, so 
patients '" ill never find them-
selves met \'.ith any lack of care. 
I! is important to note ho\\-
ever, that under its scope of 
care, UC EMS cannot diagnose 
patients. Feindler ays that of-
tentimes people ask what they 
have, but the organization' 
members legally cannot ay due 
to the Health Insurance Porta-
bility and Accountability Act 
(H IPAA). Though, it is within 
a Pennsy Ivania EMT's cope of 
practice to assist with certain 
types of medications, includ-
ing fast-acting inhalers, glucose, 
and epinephrine auto-injectors. 
In addition to offering emer-
gency care, UC EMS is hosting 
an on-campus First Responder 
class for tho e who are interest-
ed in getting their certification. 
Feindler encourages tudent to 
not be afraid to call UC EMS. She 
says, "If there's something else 
that needs to be done that we can-
not do, we can ah\ay find some-
one \\ ho can or get) ou to some-
place where they can do it." In 
other words, UC EMS is here and 
willing to serve you, but not in the 
way you had once joked about. 
Seeking tenure: Dr. Louise Woodstock 
By Elizabeth Burns 
elburns@ursinus.edu 
Ursinus College students and 
faculty are invited to review any 
and all faculty members under 
consideration for tenure. In order 
to aid in this process, The G"i==~\1 
has been spotlighting each of the 
five eligible professors this year. 
This week's star is Dr. Louise 
Woodstock. 
Woodstock, 41, has been 
on the tenure track at Ursinus 
since the fall of 2005, although 
she first starting teaching at UC 
in the fall of 2003. As a media 
and communication studies pro-
fessor, she teaches first semester 
CIE and several MCS courses, in-
cluding Media and Society, Com-
munication Theory and Research, 
Freedom of Expression, Digital 
Democracy and Technology and 
Culture, among others. 
Although she enjoys the ma-
terial she teaches, Woodstock 
finds the entire liberal arts learn-
ing process to be extremely ful-
filling, the process of "communal 
inquiry." She explained, "We are 
together in\'estigating interesting 
questions that are actually rel-
evant to our lives ... we can bet-
ter understand our own belief 
and how that shapes the way we 
live ... b) engaging in readings 
that deal with these questions and 
talking with other people about 
those readings and recognizing 
differences between our own be-
liefs and those of others. [It] helps 
us be more self aware." 
She attributes her love for the 
liberal arts learning process to her 
experiences as an undergraduate 
at Oberlin College in Oberlin, 
Ohio. There Woodstock double 
majored in English and women's 
studies. She did not fully com-
mit to the study of communica-
tion until she attended graduate 
school at the Annenberg School 
for Communication at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. 
Yet Woodstock took some 
time to work before receiving 
her Ph.D. in communication. She 
worked on human rights issues 
for the United Nations and at a 
nonprofit organization dedicated 
to "helping disenfranchised peo-
ple use communication tools to 
affect social change." Due to her 
experiences "" ith the nonprofit, 
she thought she would research 
the intercultural development 
of communication in graduate 
school. 
However, a personal moment 
in Woodstock's life changed the 
focus of her research. "Well, like 
most researchers ... we work on 
questions that might be social, but 
they often spring from some kind 
of personal interest. And for me, I 
think a major formative event. .. 
in my twenties is that both my 
parents died, so ... you know I was 
thinking critically about my own 
experience and thinking critically 
about the world around me and 
recognizing that there was this 
pervasive therapeutic discourse 
in culture that I had a curiosity 
about," explained Woodstock. 
The topic of therapeutic dis-
course has influenced the trajec-
tory' of Woodstock's research eyer 
since. She wrote her dissertation 
on the history' of positive thinking 
and how therapeutic discourse 
affects our well-being and is 
still working \o\ithin the realm of 
therapeutic discourse in her ne\\ 
research at Ursinus. 
She is currently il1\estigat-
ing "the reasons why people are 
opting out of using communica-
tion technologies and engaging 
in certain kind of media content." 
Thus far, she has found that the 
rhetoric surrounding the reasons 
for resisting ne\\ media is largely 
therapeutic, because people ab-
stain because they feel using me-
dia less increases their personal 
well-being. 
Although she is very much 
engaged in her research, Wood-
stock has another reason for seek-
ing tenure at Ursinus. "I like be-
ing here. The simple answer is 
that I think I have, over the time 
that I've been here, gotten a much 
better sense of Ursinus students 
and how to engage with Ursinus 
students and the teaching style 
that seems to work here with Ur-
sinus students. It's what I see do-
ing in the future." 
Features - 5 
UC Alumni: 
Reflections 
on a legacy 
By Kaitlyn Ott 
kaott@ursinus.edu 
The Ursinus community 
no longer here on campus is also 
deeply saddened by the passing 
of President John Strassburger. 
Alumni recount some of his most 
meaningful actIons. Kath\) n 
Richardson. '08, remember her 
fre hman orientation, and the im-
pact President Strassburger had 
on her and her parents when he 
said, "It's my job to stand here 
and talk and it's your job to sit 
there and listen. You'll probably 
finish first." She added, "His 
quirky sty Ie was just the tip or hIS 
wry sense of humor." 
Benjamin Mannix '10, 
recalls a time that stands out in 
his memories of Strassburger, 
"He greeted me b) name from a 
distance. I felt specIal. like a per-
son worth knowing. From hIm I 
learned the best \\a) to make any-
one feel welcomed and at home 
is to kno\\ them and greet them 
warml)." 
Before his retirement 
this past summer, the sports teams 
thanked Strassburger for all his 
support. Lauren \Iacedonia 'lOa 
member orthe softball team, said, 
"[Strassburger] was support I ve 
of every student at L rsinus. Not 
matter your niche, he was a 1\\ a) 5 
there to greet you with a smile 
and cheer you on in your perfor-
mance." 
Caitlyn Cuttitta '09, also 
adds, "He \\ as not only a kind 
man, but one who wasupport-
ive of our desires to learn and 
succeed. No matter the endeavor 
he'd always be there in your cor-
ner cheering you on. Whether he 
\\as just walking by smiling to 
say hello or in a meeting he al-
ways supported us to grow and 
better ourselves." 
Presidents Strassburger 
was a person who was deeply 
connected to the Ursinus com-
munity. These testaments from 
the graduates of Ursin us show the 
lasting effect the president had, 
and will continue to have, among 
the students lucky enough to have 
been part of the community he 
helped to build. Maybe said best 
by • 10 graduate Travis Youngs, 
"President Strassburger was, sim-
ply put, the man." 




with Katie HaldeIMatl 
kahaldelMatl61ursitlus.edu 
"How would you describe 
Presidet1f Strassburger 
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Strassburger supports Biology 
By R&E Dawley 
Biology Department 
John traditionally invit-
ed all the graduating seniors to his 
house for dinner, one department 
at a time throughout the spring 
semester. (For Bio, this meant at 
least two dinners!) During one 
of these dinners - I think it was 
in the spring of 2004 - students 
were telling John about the tropi-
cal biology program we run in 
Costa Rica and John said to us: 
"Why don't you take students to 
Costa Rica for an entire semes-
ter?" "Could the College afford 
this?" we asked. "Sure it could," 
he said. "You should make it 
happen." We explained that a 
semester program in Costa Rica 
seemed unnecessary, because 
semester-long programs already 
existed there, programs that UC 
students had occasionally taken 
part in. "That's my point," John 
said. "Now and then one or two of 
our students join these programs, 
but if you run one of your own, it 
won't be one or two who go - it 
will be 18 or 20. I want as many 
of our students as possible," he 




When I think of John, 
I think of a man who was truly 
proud of our students and their 
accomplishments. Walking down 
the red brick path, he would 
catch up to me to talk about some 
wonderful thing a Biology or 
BCMB student had recently ac-
complished. He would know the 
student's name, knew whose lab 
they were working in, and know 
that they had won an award or 
presented at a meeting. He was 
an inspiring man whose deep-
felt interest and care for the stu-
Sarah Round 
Senior: BiolofY 
It took some years of 
planning, and a realization that 
Mexico, with all 'its culture on 
top of cool biology, was a better 
location for a semester program, 
but it was John's idea - and more 
than that, his urging - that got the 
program started. 
He was like that: he 
would have an idea, hand it off to 
the faculty best equipped to carry 
it, and then cheer them on as they 
made it into a reality. Throughout 
the years of planning, and then 
when the program finally ran in 
2008 and 2010, John was always 
there to encourage us and lend his 
support whenever we needed it. 
And during the months 
we were in Mexico, no one was 
more eager than John to get con-
stant updates on our latest adven-
tures. In fact, it was John 's avid 
interest in our daily doings that 
spurred us to begin writing the 
daily, illustrated reports that we 
called the Mexico Newsletters. 
I recall, vividly, sitting 
in the dark under a palm-thatched 
roof at a jungle field station on 
February 19, 20 I 0, reading an 
e-mail from John informing us 
that he was retiring, for reasons 
of health, but also telling us how 
dents made me want to be a better 
teacher and mentor. Beyond our 
relationship at Ursinus, John and 
Trudy were my neighbors. The 
support, kindness, and interest in 
my family was so appreciated as 
I balanced my life as a teacher, 
scholar, and mother. Both my 
husband, James, and I will miss 
him. 
~Rebecca Roberts, 
Associate Professor of Biology 
r only met John Strass-
burger half a dozen times at most. 
But I can say without question, 
he changed my life. It was John 




heartened he was b) the evidence 
in the newsletters of our student's 
obvious enthusiasm for learning. 
"I take heart every time 
I open another page," he wrote, 
as he read the newsletter for that 
day. (The students were taking 
their Maya final while we were e-
mailing John.) 
Again, he was like that. 
Nothing else - absolutely noth-
ing else in his job as president 
- made him happier than to see 
UC students excel. In fact, that 
was the reason that he did every-
thing else he did, whether it was 
cajoling donors or sweet-talking 
politicians or performing all those 
other mind-numbing and some-
times frustrating tasks that an ad-
ministrator must undertake - all 
of these things he did so that Ur-
sinus student would have the best 
possible chance of realizing their 
talents and possibilities. 
Spurring us to create the 
Mexico semester, and giving us a 
boost when we needed it, was just 
one small example of the many, 
many things he did to make Ur-
sinus a the extraordinary college 
that it is. 
We will miss you John. 
ing of mine a year and half ago 
and said, "Teach here." Period. 
As I walk around this 
amazing campus, with its beau-
tiful art museum, its world class 
theatre, its state of the art g) m, 
and the center for the humanities 
in Olin, and so much more, all 
I can think of are the words on 
the tomb of arch it ext Christopher 
Wren in St. Pault's cathedra--"If 
you seek his monument, look 
around you." 
~Jennifer Finne)' Boylan 
Hoyer-Updike Distinguished 
Visiting Writer 
Department of English 
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Strassburger leaves UC with pride 
By Elisa DiPrinzio and 
Stephen Haymon 
From the day he arrived at 
Ursinus in the Spring Semester 
of 1995, John Strassburger 
had a vision to bring about 
enormous change to our campus. 
He envigorated the school's 
academic programs and initiated 
the physical expansions that 
literally transformed the college. 
The former president made a 
commitment to renovating and 
laying out new plans for mUltiple 
athletic facilities, dormitories 
and administrative buildings, in 
order to offer students the most 
complete and diverse educations 
possible. [n a 2006 interview with 
the New York Sun, Strassburger 
remembered, "I was struck 
by how much the faculty were 
engaged with the students," upon 
arriving at the school. "I shared 
the excitement of being around 
attractive, energetic young people 
who wanted to change the world." 
His faith in Ursinus was well-
placed, and with his help, the 
college morphed from a private, 
local school into the nationally-
renowned institution of education 
that it is today. 
Strassburger devoted his time 
to enabling real student success, 
in addition to advancing the 
school's academic status. He 
created the Summer Fellows 
program, which enables students 
to explore their own self-created 
topics of interest with the personal 
assistance of faculty members 
in specific subjects. Because he 
felt that some fields of study at 
Ursinus offered less than others, 
Strassburger made it his mission 
to add additional programs in 
neuroscience, biochemistry, 
African and African American 
Studies, environmental studies, 
theater and dance. Average 
SAT scores at UC are also now 
we ll above 1200. According 
to President Strassburger's 
biography on the Ur inus 
website, hi s efforts allowed 
the school to align itself with 
elite organizations such as the 
Watson Foundation, The Kemper 
Scholars program, Project 
Pericles, the Bonner Leaders 
Program and Project DEEP. 
These associations propelled 
Ursinus forward, bringing the 
school national recognition as 
one of the most prestigious liberal 
arts colleges in the country. As a 
result, enrollment increased from 
1,100 students to nearly 1,700 and 
the school attracts new interest 
every year as more prospective 
students apply. 
Hugh Clark, Professor of 
History and East Asian Studies, 
who has been here for over thirty 
years, says that Strassburger "left 
an imprint on almost every aca-
demic and administrative build-
ing" on campus, from new resi-
dence halls such as New Hall and 
Richter North to Bomberger Hall, 
the school's central academic 
building. When Strassburger first 
became president, Ursinus had 
an endowment of $50 million, 
but under his effective manage-
ment, this amount doubled by 
2005. He also raised money for a 
$100 million capital construction 
program. The Kaleidoscope Per-
forming Arts Center, a new wing 
on the Philip and Muriel Berman 
Museum of Art, and several addi-
tions to the college would not ex-
ist today if President Strassburger 
had not assisted in bringing these 
massive projects to completion. 
In addition to the 
accomplishments listed above, 
President Strassburger understood 
the impOltance of athletics to 
Ursinus' overall program. He 
oversaw the completion of the 
Floy Lewis Bakes athletic center 
and field house, and a ne\\ state of 
the art, Illulti-sport turf field. 
Professor Clark recalled that 
Strassburger wa embarrassed 
that Ursinus V\as the only school 
in the centennial conference 
without a turf field. Clark 
said "John realized that if we 
didn't upgrade our facilities, 
we wouldn't be as viable in our 
recruitment of students." 
The Floy Lewis Bakes 
Center is another aspect of the 
legacy of Strassburger. Realizing 
that the athletic department 
needed support in order to stay 
competitive, Strassburger saw 
the completion of the new center 
as an opportunity to do so. The 
renovated facility boasts a fully 
equipped gym open not only to 
athletes, but also to all students, 
faculty, staff and their families. 
The Bakes center also includes 
a 200-meter track and three 
basketball courts. All in all, the 
center meets or beats what can be 
found at si milar 0 -111 facilities 
across the country. Strassburger 
helped to advance all aspects of 
the program, thus ensuring the 
level at which Ursinus athletics 
operates remains at an optimum. 
Despite the completion of 
President Strassburger's many 
projects, there is always room 
for growth, and he laid the 
groundwork for that before he 
retired last May. As recently 
reported in The Gri::=f)" two 
labs in Thomas Hall soon begin 
renovation thank to a faculty-
generated grant from the National 
Science Foundation. Other 
buildings on campus are also in 
need of a facelift or expansion. 
The work goes with the help of a 
guiding spirit that will continue to 
support Ursinus' mission to stay a 
nationally ranked leader in liberal 
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Season premier of Glee sings its way into fall 
By Jenn Beigel 
jebeigel@ursinus.edu 
Since the ea on finale of 
Glee on June 8, Glee fans have 
been anxiously awaiting the 
return of their beloved sho~ and 
on Tuesday night, they weren't 
disappointed. The eason 
premiere of Glee had everything 
that fan love most about the 
how: musical numbers that wi ll 
be stuck in your head for days, 
biting one-liner from Sue, and 
yet another th reat to the existence 
of the Glee Club. Since Ursinus 
tudents are chronically busy, 
here's a ·recap for fans that were 
unable to watch it. 
start of the ne\\ school year and 
through the relentless que tions of 
Rachel-ob e ed blogger, Jacob, 
we learn what the Glee kids have 
been up to over the summer. Finn 
and Rachel are finally together, 
Puck got a va ectomy, Tina 
dumped Artie for Mike Chang, 
and Brittany spent the summer 
lost in the sewers. A Iso Matt, 
the football player and backup 
dancer who had maybe one line 
last sea on, transferred, leaving 
New Directions in need of at least 
one new member. 
Most of the episode focused 
on New Directions attempting to 
recruit new talent, leading to the 
introduction of two promising 
new characters. Finn discovers 
riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;'iiii;;::::;=::;:=::';=:::;;;;:;i1 a new footba II 
Will :IIIIJ hi- ~C\\ D ircl.:lion .. '-i d!<o \\:a tc h \\i lh ~ l l!e.a .. n~\\,,:o",c r Sun .. h i n~ bring .. down 
Iht: hou .. ~ wilh her rendition of ·' l.l \ len 
Ph(}/(I nmrten' II -'elt- }\;jolle~.col1l 
player named 
Sam singing 











an exchange tudent from the 
Philippines, in the bathroom. 
Apparentl}, discovering singer 
in the bathroom is a theme on 
Glee. 
Finn seems to see Sam as 
hi protegee and encourage 
him to sing a dreamy rendition 
of "Billionaire" in front of Finn, 
Puck, and Artie. Sam eems to be 
a heartthrob in the style of Finn 
and Puck, though his hairstyle, 
which Puck aptly compares 
to Justin Bieber's, obscures 
too much of his face. Still, it 
was enjoyable watching Finn 
playa mentor's role. Since he 
spent most of last season being 
mentored by Will, it's time that 
he helped out omeone else. 
Rachel, meanwhile, seems 
to be intimidated by Sun hine's 
talent after engaging in a rather 
hostile duet of "Telephone" with 
her. Instead of encouraging 
her, she doe everything to stop 
Sunshine from auditioning for 
New Directions. In her adamancy 
that she's only trying to stop 
Sunshine from joining the club 
to protect her fellow member 
who aren't in the spotli ght a lot, 
she seems fanatical and a little 
scary. While Rachel has always 
been somev,hat self-centered, 
her extreme behavior \\as a bit 
uncharacteristic. While Rachel is 
certainly elfish and shallow, she 
is rarely purposefully cruel. By 
the end of the epi ode, he seems 
to have realiLed the error of her 
ways, so hopefully thi mean 
streak has ended. 
Meanwhile, the Glee Club has 
two more nemeses that Will has 
to handle. First i Coach Beiste, 
the new female coach of the 
infamously terrible football team. 
The budgets of both the Cheerios 
and ew Directions have been 
cut to accommodate the football 
program, which Coach Beiste is 
trying to revamp. Will and Sue 
react by teaming up to sabotage 
her. Although seeing Will and 
Sue be somewhat friendly since 
the) are two of my favorite 
characters, the nasty side of Will 
that Sue brings out in him was 
not enjoyable. His tormenting 
of Coach Beiste left wishes that 
she would stop crying and instead 
start tackling him. Hopefully he 
soon returns to his lovable nature. 
Another interesting ne~ 
character is the new director 
of Vocal Adrenaline, Dustin 
Goolsby. He shows up towards 
the end of the episode to dash e\.\ 
Direction's hopes of ever beaLing 
their bigge t competition. With 
his head et and sleek black outfit, 
he either looks like a bodyguard 
or an overpriced personal trainer. 
eeing more of him this season is 
definitely \.\orth looking forward 
to. 
Overall, one of m} favorite 
parts of the epi ode was seeing 
Finn and Rachel as a couple. 
While I enjoyed the lo\e triangles 
of last season, it's nice to see 
them together. The) have a truly 
adorable conversation at the end 
of the episode that somewhat 
redeems Rachel after her 
abominable behavior earlier. 
If the rest of the season is as 
fun as the premiere was, fans 
are in for a great year. It's nice 
to see Mike Chang finall} has 
his own plotline, though Matt's 
unceremonious dismi sal is 
disappointing. The ne\.\ characters 
seem like they \\ill add to the 
show, especiall) if Sunshine has 
more musical numbers like her 
incredible rendition of "Listen." 
Hopefull), next week's Britne) 
Spears-thcmed episode \\ ill live 
up to the standard that this week's 
episode set. 
Future and past of music meet in Janelle Monae's i'Archandroid" 
By Joshua Walsh 
jowalsh@ursinus.edu 
I have a dour opinion of the 
state of much of modern Rhythm 
and Blues music. Much of it 
seems to adhere to one of two 
formulas. articulated in Mat-
thew Cole's "Slant Magazine" 
review of Alicia Keys' "Element 
of Freedom": "stodgily rever-
ential retro fest[s]. [or] fonnu-
laic synthes[es] of smooth vo-
cals and trendy hip-hop beats." 
Largely a result of the fusion 
of Hip Hop and Pop that domi-
nated the commercial landscape 
of the late 90's music scene. 
much of popular R&B is con-
tent to wallow in the shadow of 
horrible contemporary rap mu-
sic or exist as a bland pop/R&B 
hybrid with no emotional heft 
or compositional sophistica-
tion. True, not all R&B fits into 
those categories, but certainly 
that description sums up most of 
what you're likely to see when 
you tum your television to BET, 
MTV, or any modem pop station. 
I f such a digressive introduc-
tion seems oblique and critical, 
however, it is only to sum up the 
antithetical relationship Janelle 
Monae's stellar debut, "Archan-
droid" possesses to all of these 
negative qualities. Like Lauryn 
Hill before her, Monae constructs 
neo-soul songs Vvith distinctive 
attention to the history of the 
genres she interprets and draws 
inspiration from. Unlike Lauryn 
Hill, Monae uses her historically 
infused take on modern R&B as 
a scaffold on which to construct 
both an elaborate concept album 
and a future-oriented approach to 
racial justice and social solidarity. 
More immediate in ternlS 
of "Arch android" the expe-
rience is its audacity. com-
plexity, and innovativeness. 
"Archandroid" is the second 
and third "suites" in a four part 
series known as "Metropolis," 
based off of Franz Lang's 1927 
movie of the same name (show-
ing on December 8 at 7:30 in 
Olin Auditorium). The first suite 
was released in 2008 under the 
name "Metropolis: The Chase 
Suite," the final suite is unan-
nounced as yet. This concept 
gives Monae license to play \\ ith 
a wide variety of genres and cre-
ate interesting combinations of 
traditional R&B. musical theater, 
sci-fitropesandContemporaryPop. 
For example, the album's third 
full-length song, "Locked Inside" 
is a string laden tribute to Ste-
vie Wonder and Michael Jack-
son, with a coalescing euphony 
of strings the likes of which we 
haven't seen since the heyday of 
these two titans. The lyrics of the 
song focus both a particular and a 
general predicament. On the one 
hand, the song is about spousal 
abuse in the black community in 
particular. On the other, the lyr-
ics also suggest "The Man" in this 
arrangement is the government, 
promising freedom and comfort 
in exchange for complicity and 
silence; meanwhile, "the writers 
and the artists are all paid to tell us 
lies," to keep America, or perhaps 
the Black Community more spe-
cifically, "locked inside" a system 
of perpetual abuse and neglect. 
The album is not necessarily 
perfect. Monae's duet with indie 
group Of Montreal. "Make the 
Bus" is easily the weakest song 




















"Tightrope," " Won d a _ L.. ________________ ...... 
land," "Neon Valley Street." 
For some people the complexity 
of the songs and Monatfs pro-
pensity for genre hopping may 
be off putting. Some people 
may find her high minded sci-
filR&B mash-up perplexing and 
strange. Regardless, the album 
deserves a listen (or three), and 
is streaming online on Monae's 
website wwwJmonae.-com. 
For anyone who has gotten 
tired of modem R&B, at com-
mercial Pop music in general, 
Monae's "Arch android" is an 
accessible, intricate, bea,uli1W 
and moving work of art which 
should be heard by anyone who 
professes to Jove music, genre 
preferences notwithstanding. 
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New York Jets face trouble for sexual harassment 
By KyuChul Shin 
kvshin@ursinus.edu 
Since the days of Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, we Americans 
have made great strides in terms 
of gender equality. Over the past 
100 years, women have been giv-
en the right to vote and the right 
to fight for their country. Work-
ing conditions for women have 
improved substantially; the gap 
between pay for men and women 
has sharply decreased and sexual 
harassment is no longer accept-
ab le in the workplace. However, 
it eem that in one prominent 
business, equal it} does not yet 
exist. 
Recentl) a number of players 
for the ew York Jets blatantl} 
disrespected female reporter Inb 
Sainz of TV Al.teca. Sainz was 
there to interv ie\>\ team quarter-
back Mark Sanchez.. However, 
she received more than she bar-
gained for. Dennis Thurman, the 
team's defensive back coach, pur-
posely threw passes that landed 
near Sainz on the sideline. It was 
also reported that players made 
sexually suggestive comments 
and directed catcalls at Sainz in 
the locker room after practice. 
I am sure a lot of people are 
wondering just what the big deal 
is. After all, it's just a bunch of 
guys teasing a woman, and we've 
all seen that before, right? Yes, 
we do see this kind of behavior 
all the time, but the di fference is 
that these comments were made 
while the players were in uniform 
and representing not just the New 
York Jets franchise, but the entire 
National Football League. 
Working adults should have 
t\>\o faces: one face should be the 
private face used for famil) mem-
bers and friends. The other face 
. hould be the public face; this is 
the face a working person should 
be wearing \/'hile representing 
another entit). These players 
seemed to have forgotten that 
they were representing someone, 
and no\>\ the consequences have 
emerged. 
It was great that Woody John-
son, the owner of the Jets, issued 
a personal apology to Sainz and 
set up a workshop for the Jets on 
workplace conduct, but a more 
important issue has risen in the 
eyes of the public: there is no 
standard policy on female report-
ers and employees in the locker 
room. Some teams allow full ac-
cess to female employees and re-
porters while other teams restrict 
them. There is a strong old boy's 
club sentiment in the National 
Football League and the rela-
tively small number of women 
in the NFL is a testament to this 
mentalit). Increasing the number 
of women in executive positions 
would be a great tart, but chang-
ing the entire culture of the a-
tional Football League \\ ill take 
time. 
The issue of women in the 
locker room has always bcen a 
dice} one, but e\ eryone should 
remember that female reporters 
should be respected and taken se-
riously. It is fairly difficult to find 
I)ainz \\ as wearing "prO\ ocati\e" 
dress? A member of a ational 
Football League franchise should 
be mature enough to keep tho e 
comments to himself. Yes, some-
tllnes fun and games are great, but 
there is a line that separate \\ hat 
is conc;idered appropriate and 
what i. not. It appear that the 
Jets hm e cro ed that line. 
an athlete or r:===::========-:~==-:==-:1 
coach who 
would disre-





his head or 
make com-
ments about 
his body, so 
why should 
it be any 
different for 
female 
rep 0 r t e r ? Mer:~~e~~-I~:: ~1~:L :;r~~t~l~:~ d~~·~;;'.!n i~I:r1I:~\ iI\:i~~\(~~:II~e~~~~I~~l~~~~:~;I~' 
So what if ________________ ,'._''';;;;''0 .. ''.. ''(_<1.' n;;;;" .. "C .. ·';;;;"' .. " .";;' i,;;;;,ra,.'<,,.' 
liThe Room" delivers too many subplots with too many holes 
By Michael Deloney 
midelaney@ursinus.edu 
There are good movies, there 
are bad movies, and then there 
are movies like "The Room," 
that are so bad that you have no 
choice but to see them. This 2003 
independent film, which is writ-
ten, directed, produced by, and 
stars amateur filmmaker Tommy 
Wiseau, is widely considered to 
be one of the worst movies ever 
made, and has subsequently taken 
on a surprisingly enthusiastic cult 
following. 
" The 

















fi del i ty, 
and spends 
most of his 
time pro-
fessing his 





things take a turn for the worse 
when Johnny becomes wise to 
Lisa's ruse, and he spends the fi-
nal half of the movie . .. profess-
ing his love to Lisa and playing 
football with Mark? 
The greatest fault which be-
falls "The Room" is the sudden 
introduction of numerous out-
landish subplots which tend to 
disappear within ten minutes, and 
are only resolved when it gives 
Tommy Wiseau a chance to try -
and fail - at emoting. Such plot 
holes include random characters 
appearing and disappearing, as 
well as the rushed revelation that 
Lisa's mother has breast cancer, 
an issue which is never actually 
mentioned again. 
So far as Lisa's affair goes, a 
good chunk of the film involves 
her trying to get with Mark, who 
refuses on the grounds that John-
ny is his best friend - only for 
them to end up sleeping together 
anyway. Repeat this about five 
times, and throw in eight visits 
by Lisa's mother to convince her 
to marry Johnny simply because 
he has money, and that's "The 
Room" in a nutshell. 
The plot holes are numerous, 
the characters are pathetic, and as 
ironic as it sounds, it's obl'ious the 
actors are reading from a script. 
What truly makes "The Room " 
fly above and beyond most other 
bad movies, though, has to be 
the horrendous acting of Tommy 
Wiseau himself. Even given his 
European background, Wiseau's 
accent is bland and monotonous, 
which leads me to believe he just 
woke up from a coma. His voice 
elevates when it's not supposed 
to, and he switches emotions 
at the drop of a hat, sometimes 
within the same sentence. Fur-
thermore, his character's reac-
tions to different events range 
from creepy to just inappropri-
ate, such as when he responds to 
Mark's queries about his job with, 
"It's confidential. Anyway, how 
is your sex life?" 
Despite how bad this movie 
sounds (and trust me, it is bad), 
watching it is one of the most en-
joyable things anyone can do, es-
pecially in a large group prepared 
to heckle it to death. Such scenes 
like Johnny and the guys playing 
football in tuxedos, or Mark try-
ing to thro\/, his psychologist off 
a rooftop, are so confusing one 
really has no choice but to laugh. 
According to Entertain-
ment Weekly's website (www. 
eW.com), following its release on 
DVD in 2005 "The Room" has 
taken on a cult status across U.S., 
especially Los Angeles where it 
premiered. Movie theaters con-
tinue to host midnight screen-
ings reminiscent of "The Rocky 
Horror Picture Sho\1~" Fans will 
dress up as the characters, shout 
out their favorite lines, or throw 
things at the screen (e.g. nerf 
darts, plastic spoons). According 
to www.examiner.com. "the hor-
rible acting, ridiculous plot, and 
unbearable dialogue make it more 
entertaining than some Academy 
Award nominated films." 
It's refreshing to know that 
Tommy Wiseau and the rest 
of the cast take criticism for 
"The Room" in stride, and even 
make appearances to the screen-
ings on occasion. Wiseau's web-
site still sells DVD copies, as well 
as CDs and posters. Other sites 
sell T-shirts and action figures. 
Last Saturday night, a small 
viewing of "The Room" was 
played in Olin Auditorium, which 
was met with much hooting and 
hollering from the audience, and 
plans for future screenings may 
just be in the works. The movie 
rna) have been horrible, but the 
experience was delightful. So if 
you're ever looking for a good 
laugh some hapless weekend, go 
see "The Room." It will tear you 
apalt. 
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Remembering President Emeritus John Strassburger 
A collection of comments 
from the Ursinus community 
Andy Feick, the Director of 
Facilities, worked closely with 
President Strassburger to expand 
the Ursinus campus, a project 
that began back in 2000. Presi-
dent Strassburger hoped that by 
making the campus bigger, that 
he would also make the student 
body bigger, eventually to around 
two thousand students. 
"President Strassburger was 
a visionary with the campus and 
how we needed to get to Point A 
to Point B during his tenure," Mr. 
Feick says. "All of the construc-
tion pointed to getting where we 
are academically." 
During President Strass-
burger's time at Ursinus, multiple 
buildings were either constructed 
The staff of The Grizzly, past 
and present, wishes to offer this 
fond remembrance of President 
John Strassburger. Interested in 
and supportive of the editorial 
staff at The Griz:;/y, Dr. Stras-
sburger met almost weekly at 
either breakfast or lunch with its 
members for more than a decade. 
In addition to giving the students 
the "inside track" on potential 
stories, the president helped the 
students to feel at ease enough to 
ask questions, voice their opin-
ions, and trade anecdotes with 
the head guy of their college. 
There was one year when the 
president and the staff became 
President Strassburger loved 
to see his students stand up and 
speak. Specifically, he liked to 
come to the morning Chapel ser-
vices in Bomberger whenever 
there was a student speaker. This 
was how [ met him for the first 
time: I had been lassoed by Rever-
end Rice into speaking at Chapel, 
and imagine my anxiety when the 
President of the college showed 
up to hear what I had to sa)! 
I spoke that da) on 
the subject of Biblical \\isdom; 
here is a small excerpt from 
that message: "The difference 
between'knowledge and wisdom 
is the same as the di fference be-
tween pleasure and happiness, 
Everyone was pleasant 
enough at m) Ursinus inten iew, 
but [ was too wired and angst-
filled to relax. 
On a previous job hunt, the 
college president inten ie\\ had 
tanked. In a s\\ irl of dread and 
over-rehearsed remarks, 
or renovated, including Phaler 
Hall , the Bake Center, Richter-
orth Hall , the Kaleidoscope, 
ew Hall, and Bomberger Hall. 
Many of the buildings construct-
ed during President Strassburg-
er's tenure are distinctive for their 
many windows. According to Mr. 
Feick, President Strassburger be-
lieved that transparency was im-
portant in buildings. He wanted 
passerby to be able to see what 
was going on in the buildings. 
Mr. Feick recalls President 
Strassburger saying, "No matter 
what a president does academi-
cally during his tenure, they're 
always remembered for what is 
built during their presidency." 
When President Strassburger 
began his tenure, a road ran right 
through the center of the cam-
pus. He moved that road, turning 
particularly close, since many 
of the editors had been attend-
ing meals for at least four con-
secutive semesters. Generally, 
students ate in the faculty dining 
room, after getting their meals in 
the cafeteria. But as the semes-
ter wound down, Dr. Strassburger 
surprised the editors, both those 
he had developed a relationship 
with and the new editors coming 
on board the following fall. He 
invited them all to the Presiden-
tial Dining Room for a catered, 
buffet luncheon. All of the stu-
dents dressed up, recognizing the 
occasion as very special. 
It remains one of my fond-
between optimism and hope, be-
tween strength and power, and 
between weather and climate. 
One is measured by the day, and 
the other by a lifetime. Wisdom, 
more than a preponderance of 
facts, is the result of a fundamen-
tal change in the way we think. 
It is not only the openness of our 
eyes, but the willingness to look 
around." 
When I had finished, the 
President was the first person to 
shake m) hand. All smiles, he 
told me that he had not know n 111) 
name that morning but he would 
always remember it thereafter 
(and he al\\ays did). Toda), I 
sene a president of the Chapel 
I walked to Corson to meet 
John Strassburger, m) vef) last 
meeting. We talked about histor) 
and poetf). 
H is insights were increasingly 
more hilarious as the chat contin-
ued, and I left the office chuck-
ling sincerely. 
it into the green space between 
what is now the Kaleidoscope and 
Wismer Hall. Along with the Fa-
cilities Department, he hoped to 
eventually tum the Wismer Park-
ing lot into green space, so the 
entire center of campus would be 
scenic with the parking lots on the 
perimeter of the campus. 
In honor of President Stras-
sburger, Mr. Feick says that the 
college plans on dedicating the 
lawn outside the Kaleidoscope 
where the road once bisected the 
campus to the president's memo-
ry, renaming it Strassburger Com-
mons. 
"We'll miss President Stras-
sburger a lot," Mr. Feick says. 
"He was a very dynamic person, 
very supportive." 
~Reported by Jenn Beigel 
est memories as a member of 
the Ursinus community and I am 
positive that all the students at-
tending that lunch, given in their 
honor, feel the same. And what 
it says most, I think, is that the 
gesture, as well as those many 
meals Dr. Strassburger took the 
time to have with The Gri::::(v 
staff year after year, was just so 
typical of the President's genuine 
devotion to, appreciation for, and 
unflagging support of each and 
every Ursinus student he met. 
~Thanks/or the Memories-Dr. 
Rebecca JarojJ, Advisor to The 
Grizzly 
because of his support and en-
couragement: he saw a leader in 
me, even when I was still a shy 
soft-spoken sophomore. That 
was the quality that made Presi-
dent Strassburger unique among 
college presidents: he understood 
that education is not a business 
involving the simple economic 
exchange of raw know ledge 
from person to person, but rath-
er a life-altering, all-consuming 
exploration. He made Ursi-
nus into the sort of place \\ here 
students could go, not merel) 
to get smart, but to get \\ ise. 
~Melissa Pallkake 
I always looked for some 
glimmer of that humor at fac-
ult) meetings, and usuall), it was 
there--a wonderful plus. 
-M. N:adi Keita 
Creative Writing & Eng!i.\h 
1 will always be grateful to 
President Strassburger for sow-
ing the seeds of the significant 
minority presence on campus. 1 
first came to Ursinus as an untried 
freshman-in-waiting, having no 
idea what to expect from other 
students or from the school itself, 
and, truth be told, I was not aware 
of the significance of my identity 
in the United States as a biracial 
Afro-Caucasian male. Not only 
has the Bridge program formed 
under his tenure given me a base 
as a student which r would oth-
erwise never have had, but 1 can 
say that because of it I have been 
able to engage with issues of di-
versity, identity, and communica-
tion across differences to a degree 
that 1 would never have been able 
to do otherwise. 
Since discussing the life and 
times of John Strassburger is ex-
istentially a dialogue about an 
elergy to a life devoted to edu-
cation, it is not surprising that 
the Strassburger Commons will 
read: "Of all the civil rights for 
which the world has struggled 
and fought for 5,000 years, the 
right to learn is undoubtedly the 
most fundamental."--w. E. B. Du 
Bois 
Personally, while 1 find the 
sentiment admirable, 1 find the 
quote a little vague; not because 
r don't agree that education is our 
most essential right, but because r 
believe that at times certain kinds 
of education are and of a right 
ought to be considered more es-
sential than others. Now, I know 
we wouldn't be here if we as a 
community did not have a sense 
of the value of a hypotenuse, of 
Faulkner, Thermodynamics, As-
trology, Journalism, etc. But, it 
must be said that all the knowl-
edge in the world is worth less 
My only interaction \ .. ith 
President Strassburger was when 
1 was interviewing at Ursinus in 
Februaf) of2010. 
[ remember seeing this man 
during my lunch at Wismer and 
thinking to myself "Who is that 
gU) in the bowtie? That man 
knows how to dress!" Well, it 
turned out to be President Stras-
sburger as 1 learned later that af-
ternoon during my meeting with 
him. After I introduced m)selt: 
he smiled and said ""I'm not here 
to interview you. [have no say 
in the hiring process- they won't 
let me! 1 just like to know what's 
going on in my school." 
than dust in the \\ ind \\ ithout the 
abilit) to communicate it to other 
human beings, for the benefit of 
humanity. Some might say that 
such a focus on communication 
across difference obscures learn-
ing as the focus of education, but 
I think Dr. Strassburger would 
agree that much of what he tried 
to do at Ursinus was built around 
the idea of making the intellectual 
discourse at Ursinus more inclu-
sive, a socially conscious one. 
Thus, I think that contrary 
to what many in the modem 
media might want us to believe, 
understanding across difference, 
educating ourselves about one 
another, is the fundamental need 
of all educational efforts going 
forward, within the college and 
within our country, and that it is 
this belief that motivated Presi-
dent Strassburger to make many 
of the changes he made at Ursi-
nus. 
The most fundamental thing 
I think we as a campus commu-
nity can do then, is to continue to 
broaden our understanding of our 
arts, yes, but also of each other. 
We need to remember that the 
focus of all education, particu-
larly liberal arts education, is a 
commitment to continual efforts 
for growth thru understanding 
and reciprocal expression, even 
across vast cultural differences. 
Do not just praise President Stras-
sburger's dream. Enact it. That is 
what he always wanted of us as 
members of the Ursinus commu-
nity. 
With Condolences to the 
Family and Friends of Presi-
dent Emeritus John Strass-
burger, and a sincere Thanks 
to the President Himself. 
-Josh Walsh. Clan 0/2013 
It was clear from the onset 
that President Strassburger had a 
fascination with people and their 
stories. We talked about math, 
community colleges, and the stu-
dents at Ursinus (one of his fa-
vorite topics). Before we closed, 
President Strassburger beamed 
and said, "Now Nick, let me tell 
you why Ursinus is the greatest 
place in the world to work." 
Here was a man who loved 
his school and loved his students. 
I only spent 30 minutes with him, 
but he made a very lasting impres-
sion. He will be sorely missed. 
-Nick Scoville, Class 0/2014 
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President Strassburger revitalizes courts to scoreboards 
By Shane Eachus & 
Kate Kehoe 
Sept. 25'h Family Day at Ursi-
nus College was celebrated with 
heavy hearts as student athletes 
took to their respecti ve play ing 
fields with the memory of the 
late Pres ident of Ursinus College, 
John Strassburger, fresh in their 
minds. " It is difficult to sum up 
what John Strassburger meant 
to Urs inus Coll ege in just a few 
words. In brief, he is an Icon," 
said Brian Thomas, head baseba ll 
coach and former director of ath-
leti cs. The sentiments expressed 
by Coach Thomas certain ly rep-
resent the reactions of the athlet-
ics department at Ursinus as a 
whole, to the loss of a beloved 
leader and dedioated supporter. 
Whether he was sitting in the 
Ph(1(O h\' Km/t' Cal/altal/ 
stands at Patterson field on a 
frigid fall afternoon, or catch-
ing the action of a spring softball 
doubleheader, President Stras-
sburger was a constant member 
of the fan base in Collegeville. 
As Sports In formation Director 
James Wagner explained, "John 
was certa inly the most visib le 
president in terms of athletics I 
have ever seen. His dedication 
to ath letics, he supported ever) 
team and he came to nearly every 
game, he and his wife [Trudy], 
he always rooted his teams on, 
he trul y was an ardent supporter 
of athletics." As it is easy to re-
member the late president for his 
consistent attendance, his legacy 
will a lso carry on in our facilit ies 
and fie lds for years to come. The 
Eleanor F. Sne ll mu lti sport ath-
letic fie ld, as we ll as the state of 
the art fie ld house, and the reno-
vations to the Floy Lewis Bakes 
Center, are a ll products of Stras-
sburger's fundrais ing and love 
fo r furthering student's experi-
ences. To put it simply, as did se-
nior football playcr and track and 
field athlete Tony anti no, "He 
has transformed the campus." 
These transformations, while 
amazing in their own right, are 
certainly not the only impressions 
left on athletes across campus. 
Strassburger connected with ath-
letes and students on a personal 
level as well. Student athletes 
all made mention of President 
Strassburger's smile and person-
able demeanor. A enior softball 
player Kristen Gallagher elabo-
rated, "Everyone looked forward 
to saying hello to him as he made 
his way around campus. He 
made you feel like you were an 
important part of the school, and 
took interest in every individual 
student. He was a great pre i-
dent and had a wonderful heart." 
Coaches praised the late Presi-
dent for his unconditional and 
unwavering commitment to stu-
dent achievement. "He was a 
man of tremendous reso lve, fo-
cus and vi ion. Nothing was 
about him. [t was always about 
the student experience and the 
faculty to pro\ ide the be t pos-
sible educational experience for 
all," Coach Thoma explained. 
But one story, told by junior 
baseball player Lou Argentine, 
may sum up President Stra s-
burger's care for young men and 
women better than all. "When 
I was a senior in high school on 
my visit, Coach T introduced 
me to him [President trass-
burger]. He stayed and talked 
to me for 10 minutes about Ur-
sinus. [ thought it was really 
cool how the president of the 
college took that time ju t to 
talk to one perspective student." 
Former President John Stras -
burger, a man who loved his work 
and watching young men and 
women achieve to their fulle t 
potential, will surely be mi ed. 
However, his legacy a a fan, 
supporter, and friend to both ath-
letics and all el e at Ur inu Col-
lege, will not soon be forgotten. 
Ursinus coaching staff remembers their number one fan 
By Nick Pane 
nipane@ursinus.edu 
For the first time in 15 
years, Ursinus College and its 
athletic teams kicked off this 
year's seasons without President 
John Strassburger overseeing the 
campus as its leader, and passion-
ately taking in athletic events in 
the stands. Last weekend's sched-
ule of events marked the first 
time that Ursinus athletics would 
be competing in his memory. 
The Ursinus famil y lost 
President Strassburger after he 
passed away Wednesday morning. 
An extremely admired president, 
Strassburger's legacy will forever 
live on in the hearts and minds of 
his family and the Ursinus com-
munity. He was an avid believer 
in the importance ofa liberal edu-
cation, and dedicated countless 
hours to maximize the potentials 
and opportunities for Ursinus stu-
dents. He was known for remem-
bering the name of any student 
that he had a conversation with, 
and cared deeply for the success 
of the students. One of his great-
est passions in life was sports, 
and Strassburger was a big sup-
porter of all of the teams on cam-
pus. He was a president that you 
could count on seeing at games, 
matches, or meets, something that 
was appreciated and respected by 
all of the athletes and coaches. 
Something that can-
not be said on many other col-
lege campuses, the Ursinus Head 
Coaches have more to be appre-
ciative of than receiving the op-
portunity that they have from 
Strassburger. Getting that chance 
to coach, however, has not been 
lost on any of them. "[President 
Strassburger] is the man that gave 
me my first opportunity to be 
a full time head coach of a col-
lege program," said Men's Soccer 
Head Coach Kyle Rush, "The sig-
nificance of that is still something 
that I hold very dear to my heart 
and I will be forever indebted to 
him as a result." For 20 different 
individuals, Strassburger made 
their dreams come true to be able 
to coach athletes at the collegiate 
level, no small accomplishment. 
"[President Strassburger] was 
an amazing man, [and] he is the 
reason that I am at Ursinus," said 
Cross Country/Track & Field 
Head Coach Chris Bay less, "he 
wanted nothing more than to see 
us have tremendous success, and 
I knov.· our teams made him proud 
with our accomplishments." 
Clearly Strassburger left his mark 
on the athletic programs, some-
thing that will never be forgotten. 
President Strassburger 
loved Ursinus athletics as much 
as he loved the school as a whole . 
He wanted nothing more than to 
see his students succeed in what-
ever field or interest that they 
had for themselves. "John 's pas-
sion for student achievement was 
amazing," said Football Head 
Coach Peter Gallagher, "You 
could always count on seeing 
John supporting his student-ath-
letes at all sporting events cam-
pus-wide." To suggest that Stras-
sburger preferred certain teams 
to others would be completely 
misleading. His passion for all of 
the sports ran deep, and his care 
for the people 
he surrounded 
himself with ran 
deeper. "John 
has always been 
there for me," 
said Gymnastics 
Head Coach Jeff 
Schepers, "He 
made me feel 
like an impor-
tant link in the 
UC chain, which 
made me a better 
person." Wom-
en's Basketball 
Head Coach Jim 
Buckley summed 
it up best when 
describing his 
first encoun-
ter with the late 
president: "The 
fi rst time that I met John Stras-
sburger was in my first summer 
here at Ursinus in 2002. I had 
been recently hired as the wom-
en 's basketball coach. Sitting in 
my office trying to get organized 
for the upcoming year, I was 
surprised when President Stras-
sburger entered, sat down, and 
began to talk to me about my ex-
periences in education. Needless 
to say, I was tota ll y shocked that 
a college president would take 
the time to sit down and visit at 
nine o 'clock in the morning. In 
my three years at another small , 
local college, [ had onl y seen 
the pres ident three times. From 
that point on, I rea lized that Ur-
sinus College was a special place 
and that John Strassburger was 
a special and unique person." 
Perhaps there is no better 
way to describe President Strass-
burger than as a caring indi vidual 
that had a heart as big as the cam-
pus itself. othing was ever about 
him, and everything was about the 
people he loved. "John Strassburg-
er literally made my dreams and 
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By Nick Pane 
nipane@ursinus.edu 
Almost II months ago, 
the Phillies were walking off the 
field for the last time in 2009 as 
they watched the ew York. Yan-
kees celebrate their 27'h world 
championship. They swore to 
themselves that they would be 
back, playing for their second 
World Series Title in three years. 
After a series of major trans-
actions, a rash of injuries that 
could have quashed the team, 
and a slump that has many peo-
ple second-gue sing the team, 
the Phillies took their fir t tep 
in keeping their dreams alive. 
eeding only one win 
to clinch their fourth consecutive 
ational League East Division 
Championship, the Phillies got it 
behind ace Roy Halladay's com-
plete game, two-hit shutout of the 
Washington Nationals on Mon-
day night. The Phillies would win 
easily 8-0, but Jayson Werth's 
second-inning solo homerun was 
all Halladay would need. Hal-
laday, who was acquired by the 
Phillies in an offseason trade with 
Toronto in December, had never 
been to the playoffs with the Blue 
Jay , and knew what wa at stake 
for his team. Having dominated 
the ationals this year, Halladay 
came right after the overmatched 
Wa hington lineup, throwing 
only 94 pitches, 63 of which were 
strikes. The Phillies' ace com-
pletely fit the billing this year 
following the trade of immensely 
popular pitcher, Cliff Lee, who 
was acquired by the Phillies in 
a midseason trade last year. The 
thinking was that the Phillies 
needed to move Lee to replenish 
the minor league talent that they 
were losing to get Halladay, a de-
bate that may finally be put to rest. 
After falling behind the 
Atlanta Braves by as many as 
seven games a couple of months 
ago, the Phillies came alive after 
several weeks in which watch-
ing them hardly seemed bearable. 
They were losing, and losing ugly, 
making many people believe that 
2010 simply wasn't the year. Yet, 
the Phillies knew that the season 
was far from over, and as player 
slowl) started to get healthy, they 
knew they could match up \~ ith 
anyone in the ational League. 
Once again, that proved to be true, 
a the Phillies roared back in Au-
gust and September, capping off 
another division crown. The Phil-
lies will finish September with the 
most wins in the month since the) 
won 22 in 1983. Next up will be 
Game I of the National League 
Division Series next week, a se-
ries that the Phillies are certain to 
have home-field advantage for. 
The players conserva-
tively celebrated on Washington's 
field Monday night as thousands 
of Phillies fans cheered them on, 
making the short trip from Phila-
delphia to D.C. in anticipation of 
the Phillies clinching the division. 
They got exactly what they ex-
pected as the Phi II ies let the cham-
pagne fly in the visitor's club-
house. The team deserves all of 
the attention in Philadelphia, and 
rightfully so. After years of medi-
ocrity and obscurity in the 1990's 
and early 2000's, the Phillies have 
done everything they possibly 
can to put a \,\, inner on the field. 
The Phillies' lineup 
tacks up with the \ery best in 
baseball, as it easily runs seven 
deep. rhey are consistently one 
of the mo t dominating and im-
posing offensive teams in the 
league, and this year ha been no 
different. However, the story of 
this year has been pitching. Be-
tween Halladay, Cole Hamels, 
and midseason acquisition Roy 
Oswalt, the Phillies boast the best 
1-2-3 punch in baseball. All three 
are easily the aces of countless 
other teams, and the collaboration 
of talent has only strengthened 
the Phillies impressive rotation. 
They all understand, though, 
that their work is not done. 
This team is no longer 
a team that is just satisfied with 
making the playoffs. The expec-
tation is nothing short of a deep 
playoff run that ends with an-
other parade down Broad Street. 
The Phillies are well-equipped, 
and enter the second season 
with as good a chance as any. 
Senior Spotlight: Alex Shivers, women's soccer 
By Sara Sherr 
sasherr@ursinus.edu 
It's no secret that senior 
Alex Shi\,ers is an extremely fa-
miliar face to campus, and with 
her athletic six foot frame, it's 
hard not to notice her a she's got 
a smile and a friendly hello for 
just about anyone she encounters. 
Straight from Tom River South 
High School she' definitely tear-
ing it up on the soccer field this sea-
son, and in the words of her coach 
Jeff Ykoruk, she, "wreaks havoc 
for the backs on the other team." 
This statement cer-
tainly seems consistent with re-
ality, as she's started in five of 
the team's games, and played 
in all six of them. She's cur-
rently fourth on the team for 
goal-scorers, and is al 0 one of 
four players on the team to have 
scored a game-winning goal. 
Ilow could it be pos-
sible, then, that thi is her first 
season play ing in two year? It 
is true, as she was sidelined dur-
ing her sophomore year due to an 
ACL tear, and then again during 
a preseason scrimmage in her ju-
nior year from a meniscus tear. 
Both injuries required surgery. 
"Honestly, you don't re-
alize what you have until you lose 
it. This is the most fun I've had in 
a while," Shivers says. "I didn't 
realize how much I missed it." 
In the words 
of Coach Ykoruk, 
"Without Shivers 
we were \\ ithout 
our best overall ath-
lete. It reall) did 
put us in a position 
to struggle, but get-
ting her back has 
showed players that 
it is possible to re-
turn, and even return 
to form and perform 
at a high level." 
"I remember 
coming back not be-
ing confident," Shiv-
ers says, in refer-
ence to returning 
to soccer after 
her first knee 
injury. "Being 
able to play for 




dence. Now I'm 
very com fort-
able with ho\,\ 




is more than 
comfortable 
with how Shivers is play ing. 
"She contributes not 
only as a leader, but as a great ath-
lete and player. She has a never 
say die attitude and motivates e\,-
eryone on the field. Other players 
build offher passion and energy." 
Ykoruk even went as far 
as to say that in his eight) ears 
as the Ursinu Women's Soccer 
coach, he's "never seen a for-
ward as athletic and dynamic." 
"What she docs for 
u is cover .0 much space and 
ground. Being a six foot athlete 
in women's competition is a huge 
asset. Her long legs al\\ ays man-
age to get in the passing lanes 
and make life 










cas) to get 





\CnI"'. \Iox ~hl\<r true that co-
PhulO h, ' Au/if! C."'uhOl hesi\,eness 
the among 
captains is an important dynamic 
in team chemistry, and Shivers 
says although there are things 
the) \,\ant to impro\'e, "it's one 
of the best skilled teams I'\'e 
ever been on," she says, "we 
have lots of heart and I know 
we'rc going to go a long wa). 
We havc the ability to do it. You 
can tell when a team wants it, 
and we definitely do. We're go-
ing to pull through." 
Come out and see Shi\-
ers and the rest of the Lady 
Bears play. and find their sched-
ule on their page in the athlet-
ics section the Ursinus website. 
By Jorod Groome 
iagroom@ursinus.edu 
Going into Saturday'S game 
3-0, the Bears prepared for the 
Susquehanna Crusaders (2-1 ), 
while many were anxious to see 
if the team would maintain their 
realm of perfection. With packed 
stands, the players took the field 
to do something that they hadn't 
accomplished since 2006: ad-
vancing their record to 4-0. 
The game started off with 
an interception by senior quar-
terback Justin DeCristofaro, but 
the turnover was neutralized by 
the Bears stout defense, as they 
forced a Susquehanna four and 
out. 
The first score of the game 
came with twenty five seconds 
left in the second quarter. A red-
zone pass from DeCristofaro to 
junior wide receiver, Nick Giar-
ratano would put the Bears up 
7-0. After the score, the Bears 
forced a fumblc on the kickoff to 
the Crusaders, instantly regain-
ing possession. They continued 
to feed the ball to freshman \ .... ork-
horse. Bryan Ellis, who ran fot; 
109 yards and a score. Ellis waS 
the foundation of their offense 
as he consistently picked up first 
downs and kept the ball out of 
Susquehanna '5 possession. With 
his consistent production and 
vt:rsatile skillset, Ellis has plent) 
potential to be the standout ofl'en-
sin! playmaker that the team has 
needed. 
After a thir.e-quarter field 
goal and Ellis' rcdzone touch-
down run, the Bear were up 16 
to zero. 
The Bears had an efficient 
offense and a stingy defense, led 
by standout cornerback Chris 
Rountree. who forced a fumble 
with 4:24 left in the fourth quar-
ter. That drive was capped off 
with a dasgering touchdown pass 
to junior Kahlil Pittman who, 
ironically, had been seeing a re-
cent decrease in playing rime. He 
proved his worth. though, with a 
team high four receptions.'" ot 
everyone can be a Bear.'" Pitt-
man quotes. This is clear as the 
Bears showed pOIse, preparation, 
discipline and confidence to walk 
away with a 24-7 victory over 
Susquehanna. 
4-0 is the record, Ursinus 
Bears IS the team and the~· 
ence Championsbip is the goal 
